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Background 

● Publication practices across fields of science differ
● Universities have different research profiles
● How to take this into account in evaluating universities’ publishing?

● Wide reliance on Web of Science (WoS) and Scopus based bibliometric
indicators in  science policy making, and in most university rankings and 
assessments

● Coverage of WoS and Scopus is lacking in diversity of publishing
● How to develop evaluations of universities’ research performance and 

publication profiles?

J. Pölönen & O. Auranen, Research performance and scholarly communication profile of 
competitive research funding: the case of Academy of Finland, Scientometrics.
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Aims of the study 

• Develop indicators for multidimensional evaluation of the Finnish universities’ 

publication output across the major fields of arts and sciences. 

• Analyze research performance and scholarly communication profiles using field 

normalized indicators taking into account field variation in publication practices 

and universities’ research profiles.

• Use comprehensive publication data consisting of 108,218 publications (years 

2016-2018) registered in the national information service, which integrates 

CRIS (Current Research Information System) data of 13 Finnish universities.
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108,218 publications (2016-18): 66 subfields
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(Field-normalized) indicators for 
multidimensional evaluation
1. Research performance: share of peer-reviewed outputs published in journals, conferences and book 

publishers in JUFO levels 2 (“leading”) and 3 (“top”)

2. Science communication: share of not-peer-reviewed publications aimed at academic, professional 

and general audiences.

3. Bibliodiversity: share of peer-reviewed book publications (chapters, monographs and edited 

volumes) and conference articles.

4. Multilingualism: share of peer-reviewed publications in languages other than English (Finnish, 

Swedish and other languages).

5. Domestic publishing: share of peer-reviewed publications in journals and books published in 

Finland.

6. Open access: share of peer-reviewed open access publications, including gold, hybrid and green OA.

7. Collaboration international: share of peer-reviewed publications with co-authors affiliated with 

foreign institutions

8. Collaboration inter-university: share of peer-reviewed publications with co-authors from more than 

one Finnish university 6



Calculation of field-normalized indicators
1. Compare in all 66 subfields the share (e.g. of non-peer-reviewed publications) for each

university with the national average (university’s share / national average)
2. Weigh university’s publications in each 66 subfield (uni share / nat avg * number of 

publications)
3. Calculate the field-normalized indicators for universities (sum of weighted publications

/ number of publications)
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This example is based 
on 6 main fields but 
we calculated our 
indicators by 
comparing the 
universities’ shares to 
the national averages 
across 66 subfields



Large field-variation in most indicators
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Different disciplinary profiles of universities 
Relative Specialization Index (RSI)



Results: 2016-2018 publication profiles
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Results: 2016-2018 publication profiles
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Results: 2016-2018 publication profiles
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Results: 2016-2018 publication profiles
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Results: summary of publication profiles 
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Results: correlations of indicators across 
fields and universities
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Discussion

• Universities that are strong in Multilingualism, Domestic publishing and 
Bibliodiversity tend to show weaker profile in Research performance, Open 
Access and Collaboration. 

• Yet strong Research performance does not exclude strong profile in 
Multilingualism, Science communication or Open Access (some universities
excel in almost all indicators).

• In general, strong Research performance correlates with strong (International) 
collaboration - not surprising in light of previous research.  

• Comprehensive national publication data provides good information base for 
analysing and recognizing strengths and differences in the universities’ 
publication profiles.

• In future, we plan to apply these indicators to the most recent data and 
observe trends and changes in the Finnish universities’ profiles.  
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